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Summary

Tourists in Spain in Portugal are very or highly satisfied with swimming ponds 
and most of them will speak to their friends and family about this experience 
and so spread the concept.
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As well a majority will think about repeating the swimming pond experience 
in one of their next holiday. So the swimming pond experience is creating a 
”fan community” looking for more experiences like this.

For about half of the users the experience might be an incentive to build their 
own swimming pond one day.



Being able to swim in a natural environment as it has always been until the irruption of artificial 
systems is a highly rewarding experience. Knowing that one is not bathing alone but that tadpoles, 
snails and other living beings give up their waters for enjoyment as good friends who share the best of 
life.
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Totally!! I am afraid of frogs and toads so having been able to enjoy bathing in this pool has been 
incredible !!. I didn't think I could do it when they showed it to me the first day. That same day I sat 
next to reading because I loved the place, the second I put my feet in the water. Without getting 
clear ... but how to have the opportunity to live the experience of bathing in a place as incredible as 
this and not do it out of fear? I even felt angry with myself so… I left the fear behind and went inside 
to take a bath! Incredibleeeeeee !!!!
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From a distance it looks like a puddle but once inside you realize that it is a clean pool and very similar 
to the traditional ones.
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Thank you!
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